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Abstract

This paper examines and reports on a five-stage framework for
lifelong learning in engineering education and practice. The paper
draws on the authors' experiences in their universities and working
with the local communities. The five stages are: Pre-employment
(undergraduate stage, including the need for continuously updated
CV); Early Employment; Mid-Career Employrnent; Later
Employment (usually at the more senior level of the employment and
preparing for up-skilling after retirement) and Post Employment
(retired). The paper discusses and justifies, for each ofthe different
stages, the appropriate activities such as involvement with
professional societies, updating, both in breadth and depth, technical
knowledge and soft skills, utilising SFIAplus or similar frameworks,
the use of webinars and MOOCs, also the changing role of mentors,
from mentee to mentor, throughout the stages. The involvement at
various stages ofrelated voluntary activities such as "giving back" to
the profession are considered.
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1.0 Introduction
A llameuork tbr engineering education and practice has been created to meet the

growing need tbr a clear definition ol quaHty used in guiding curriculum

development, classroom implementation, policy and standards in this curent era oi
globalization. It is important that infbrmed decisions guide the future about hos

engineering is implemented g1obally.

Engineering education and practice has been used to describe pre-college

(secondary), university (higher education) and post-graduation (empioyment t

knowledge and skills in society aimed at improving lives of individuals and

communities. This, in recent times, has been integrated with STEM (Science

Technology Engineering and Mathematics) subjeots. STEM integration has the

potential to provide learners with best opportunities. There is a naturai

interconnectedness oleach ofthese four components of STEM in the real world oi
research and developmenl, which affects students' interests and performance [1.2].
Engineering provides a u,ay of meaningfully integrating STEM disciplines as i:

requires application of mathematics and sciences in the design and development oi
technologies, products and services for people and communities.

The authors use a five-stage fiamework to def,rne and reporl on lifelong learning ir:

engineering education and practice. The five stages comprise 1st Pre-employment

(undergraduate stage, including the need for continuously updated curriculum vitae

throughout the stages); 2nd Early Employment; 3rd Mid-Career Eurployment; 4th

Later Employment (usually at the more senior level of the employment ani
preparing fbr up-skilling after retirement); and finally, 5th Post Enlploymeni
(retired). The research exarnines issues of students, staff aspirations, the provisions

ofprofessional organisations and expectations right across the spectrum including

employment and post-employment practice. The paper describes how the

experiences of the authors and others identifies the five stages tbr lifelong leaming

based on their experiences in their universities and u'orking with the loca,

communities and prof'essional organisations in the UK, Europe and Africa. This

includes the innovations in teaching and learning and studying approache.

developed and used.

With the constant change in engineering and technology of hardware, software, ani
applications, ranging from medical to cyber r.varf'are, there is a constant need 1b:

prof'essionals to maintain the currency of their knowledge throughout their iir e.

i:,+,S1. This is required, not only by employers and individuals, but also by various

prof'essional institutions. This could involr,ing maintaining an annual repon-

providing evidence to derronstrate their current skills and knowledge. These include

an up-to-date CV documenting any CPD activities undertaken in the last year sut'i-

as training courses and qualitications gained. The repor-t couid include exampies o-

rvork based learning; prol-essional aclivity. such as involvement in a professiona.

body or mentoringt fbrrral or educational activities such as r'vriting articles or papers.

or undertaking further education: self-directed learning such as reading joumals.

reviewing books or articles: oiher activities such as voluntary work or public

service. In addition. the report tbr the Institue of Science and Technology also migh:

1-+4

'provide examples of how your CPD :..
professional practice and service delir err " :::
"to provide examples of how your CPD .:::
work".

Some professional bodies ask their menr:.:s .

membership, that their knou,ledge is cure:-.. .

Code of Conduct of the various prot'essi.l:-.: -

CIOB (Chartered Institute of Buildingtr'.:.:' .
'lnembers shall keep themselves inlbrrl:: .'

appropriate to the type and lerel ol the:: :;,:
provide evidence that the1,' har e ;nJ::,,.,
development to fulfil their prot-ession;. i: :',
guidelines for Continuing Prot'essional De'. - :
Conduct of the BCS [7] states that a ::-.;:'::
knowledge, skills and compelence on : .,r:..- -
technological developments. procedure..,:-:
field" and "encourage and supprrn -.
development ".

There are many ways in u,hich these .. . .
iournals, attending courses and conltre,..-:. -,
provide evidence of the updatrng oi re.. . .
achieved, unless some fbrm of assesSfi]ir-. i:: i

rvhether paper based, or electronically :e :. .-.
least provide a record of suitable Bttlic:i-:
activities can be provided in manr c:::; ;-'
universities and colleges.The paper con; --:;,
note of the need to engage leamers ani :*-:
very early on in what has nou'beconte :r ; :l
clobalised 2 I st Century.

2.0 Lifelong Learning and Eng
Practice
Lifelong learning is a process ol engag::= -

ongoing basis and ensuring that a persl: . . -
required to continue his or her our s;,-.-
schooling. ln the past two decades sin.-r :. .

lif'elong leaming has accelerated as educ". - -
ri ith the task ofconverting concepts inl,, :- -- -

fbund roots during formal education but :;-:. -
rvell-rounded engineers. Lit-elong leai: - -
process that plays vital role in iives oi inc. - --
the learner's life and improving ther: :, -

1-:
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heir knovi'ledge throughout their lives
rs and individuals, but also by various
h'ing maintaining an annual report,
nt skills and knowledge. These include
lfuities undertaken in the last year such
L The report could include examples of
slch as involvement in a professional
hities such as writing articles or papers,
Ed Iearning such as reading joumals,
Iies such as voluntary work or public
lof Science and Technology also might

"provide examples of hou' I'our CPD :::. ;;i::.'r-::j :r ::',e '-*,:llt', Pi rpsl
professional practice and sen'ice delirerr":no.ls.- ri l::> rep.':: trere is the request

"to provide examples of hou'1'our CPD actirtt' rt: tr.n3iltieJ the user: of rour
work".

Some professional bodies ask their n.lernbers trr cLrlrllrnr. sith the reneu'al of their
membership, that their knotvledge is current. This is nornrallv encontpassed in the

Code of Conduct of the various prof-essional bodies.,{n erantple of this is from the

CIOB (Chartered Institute of Building) uhich states in its Code of Conduct [6] that

"members shall keep themselves informed of current thinking and developments

appropriate to the type and level of their responsibilrtl'. They should be able to
provide evidence that they have undertaken sulllcient study and personal

development to fu1fi1 their professional obligations in accordance u,ith the current
guidelines for Continuing Prof-essional Development (CPD)". Similarly the Code of
Conduct of the BCS [7] states that a member must "develop your professional

knou4edge, skills and cotnpetence on a conlinuing basis. maintaining au'areness of
technological developments, procedures, and standards that are relevant to your
field" and "encourage and support fellow members in their professional
developn,ent ".

There are many ways in which these skills can be updated, such as by reading
journals, attending courses and conferences, but it is much more difficult to always
provide evidence ofthe updating ofrelevant knowledge and skills that have been
achieved, unless some form ofassessment has been undertaken. The record ofCPD
whether paper based, or electronically held, such as with Open Badges [8], does at
least provide a record of suitable attendance of up-skilling activities. The CPD
activities can be provided in many different ways from traditional trainers to
universities and colleges.The paper concludes with some recommendations with the
note of the need to engage leamers and employers in the lifelong learning process
very early on in what has now become an ever-changing learning landscape ofthe
globalised 21st Century.

2.0 Lifelong Learning and Engineering Education and
Practice
Lifelong learning is a process of engaging in formal and informal education on an
ongoing basis and ensuring that a person is equipped with the skills and abilities
required to continue his or her own self-education beyond the end of formal
schooling. In the past two decades since the tum of the 21't century, research on
lifelong learning has accelerated as educators and policy makers globally are faced
with the task of converting concepts into programmes. Lifelong learning has not only
found roots during formal education but tended to go hand in hand in the creation of
well-rounded engineers. Lifelong learning is a purposeful self-directed leaming
process that plays vital role in lives ofindividuals, through enhancing the quality of
the learner's life and improving their economic standing. Engineering is the
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discipline that helps build society. It is therefore important that institutions and

government invest and provide lifelong leaming opportunities and robust

programmes that allows engineers and engineering professions to engage in lifelong

learning throughout life.

The US Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology (ABET) defines

engineering as "The creative application of scientific principles to design or develop

Structures, machines, apparatus, or manufacturing processes, or works utilizing thern

singly or in combination; or to construct or operate the same with full cognizance oi
their design; or to lbrecast their behavior under specilic operating conditions; all as

respects an intended function, economics of operation or safety to life and propefiy".

It must be noted that engineering is best understood in relation to other disciplines

[9,10]. Lifelong learning seeks to provide citizens u,ith tools fbr personal

development, social integration and participation in the knou4edge economy. T}ris

should be applied across all levels ofeducation and training and relates to all stages

ol lif'e and must be reflected in strategies of governments, professional bodies and

associated institutions to enable and make lifelong learning an integral part of the

lvhole educational system, including the entire social and economic structure.

3.0 The Framework
This paper discusses the need lbr a flve-stage framework, to encourage cPD bein*e

undertaken at all periods from college or university, through the various phases oi
employment, including post-employment period. With the increased 1it-e-

expectancy, skills in this later stage could be irnportant for a country's economy. tbr

those engaged in paid or voluntary (unpaid) employment and parlicularly for loca-

organisations and charities.

The content of the proposed lramework could be related to career structures such a-.

SFIAplus [i1] fbr the con.rputing industry. This provides, for all stages from the

apprenticeship to the most senior level that might be a head of depafiment, MD
(Managing Director) or CIO (Chief Infbnnation Officer) ola large organisation. I:
identifies, for a range of specific employment roles, the various functions that mi-sht

be undertaken, the skills and knou-ledge needed and potential qualifications. The

range of skills needed, including the soft skills, change and develop as the career

progresses and the awareness of the roles locally, within the company, country. anc

globally increase with the levels. This frameu'ork for lifelong learnibg takes :
holistic vieu,of the range of possible CPDs appropriate to the different stages o:

employment, such as can be applied to or adapted Ibr all emerging drsciplines.

3.1 Pre-Employment (Stage 1)

This is normally undertaken at a college or university. The majority of techrologr

courses, especially those that are designed to satisly the requirements ofthe relevan:

prof-essional bodies, include the teaching ofvarious issues ofprofessional practice.

This normally includes academic uriling, rvith the correct use of references, relelan:
legal and ethical standards. ar.rd the need to develop and maintain throughout the

students'future career. a C\'(Cr.iricululn Vita). This would include both the
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academic skills and qualitications. as uel. :. :'
experience, (such as working in a supernrl:.. .

u,ith the students'interests. The students \\\'," :
responsibility to keep their CV up-to-cl,;
possibly beyond into retirement.

Students are often encouraged to attend. 1ir :;: .

by external bodies, such as the raritru. :. .

encouraged to collect their CPD form as I ::-
is not available, to make a record ol ih!' .',;-:
topic as well as the date, location and ,'::.-
students keep these CPD forms or their L.'r'.r ;-
or as an electronic version. and to main::.:. .-..
These could prove to be useful tbr futur.' :.:.:.
for employment or up-grading ther :: ;.
encouraged to join the relevant protessic,:, :

Some universities arrange fbr students i -- j:
include these qualifications u.itlln the s.:-.: - :
the CISCO qualifications, often associi.3: ' :-
These students, as part oltheir degree. ii,. - : -
profbssional qualification. This is tri :e.-r'- .

qualifications enhance their C\,-. and ".., .

understand the skills required bl the p:,----.. -
the actual content of a particular degre; ;,. -. ,.

By encouraging the students to unden;.:; :--,
these students understand that. regardleS: .'. -:
ernployer, they can continue their acc:l; ..-
direction, independently of their empl!r\.: -:
join events of the relevant prof-essiona. .:... ,
they can increase their netu'orking skl.,. ,-- :

committee, possibly as a student repres-.::. .

3.2 Early-Employment (Stage 2 t

On starting employment, the planning r.:.. :-,-
and knowledge are usually controlled 

.:r', -, ,

"need to kno$, no$"' requirement firr ::: :-.-
maintain usually through the Human R:. --- -

undertaken, but it is wise lbr the emplrr) .. : ' :

their own personal records. This u ould "... - - -
received, as well as attendance at .-.- --
conferences and events ofprot-essiona. : - ,.
"extended CV" details such as inro1r i .-
include visiting undergraduate career -. ,

professional body or going to talk to scl-., .

\
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::.:-....'.; r.rinciples to design or develop

:.. - ::,r.e sses. or works utilizing them

r€r:.; ii.e sar.ne u,ith full cognizance oi
l;: .:.';,r1.- operating conditions; all as

': i.i: . ,r 11 Lrr safety to life and property".
ii:>..'-r. in relation to other disciplines
l; , . zc'r.ts uith tools for personal

:.r -: :' :he kr-rou,ledge economy. This
r- :i. traintng and relates to all stages

: .;::nents, professional bodies and

::; :r: ,earning an integral Part of the

:; .. : :i and economic structure.

i :r-.r",\oJk. to encourage CPD being

:',::> :.. through the various phases of
:;:. -.d. \\Iith the increased lit-e-

::--: -:1.r1-it fbr a country's economy, for
;- :.,.,'.::rent and particularly lbr local

c :: :e-ried to career structures such as

T:... :rr.rides, for all stages from the

::'.-=:'.: be a head of depafiment, MD
i: -:. i-)-icer) of a large organisation. Ii
: : - . ; s. ihe r arious functions that might

=::: :nd potential qualifications. The

,: .. ;range and develoP as the career

:" .', . ',i :.hin the company, country, and

r(; ,.,r:k lbr lif'elong learnibg takes a

. ,::;,-rpriate to the different stages of
.:,.. .r,r all emerging discipiines.

..: r:sri\ The majority of technologl'
, .'. .,'. the requirements of the relevant
'.: - -.: Lssues of prof'essional practice.
--: .'.: Jorect use of references. relevant

r .:.. :..p and maintain throughout the

: \ ,-, This rvould include both the

academic skills and qualifications, as xell as th reler-mt md ntu'-t
experience, (such as working in a supermarket, lohmteering lb a cb

with the students' interests. The students would be made aqane 'lrat

responsibility to keep their CV up-to-date throughout ther: r..i..:;.i:....: :
possibly beyond into retirement.

Students are often encouraged to attend, in addition to their course, lectures arranged

by external bodies, such as the various prof'essional bodies. Students are also

encouraged to collect their CPD form as a proofoftheir attendance or, ifa CPD form

is no1 available, to make a record of the event including the title, speaker, general

topic as r.vell as the date, location and organising body. It is suggested that the

students keep these CPD forms or their own equivalent details, either in paper fbrm

or as an electronic version. and to maintain these records rvell into their mid-career.

TlTese could prove to be useful for future reference prior to interviews, applications

tbr employrent or up-grading their prol-essional status. Students are often

encouraged to join the relevant prof'essional bodies as a student member.

Some universities arrange for students to undertake professional qualifications or

include these qualifications within the structure of the course. An example of this is

the CISCO qualifications, often associated with networking undergraduate courses.

These students, as part of their degree, would also achieve the extemally recognised

professional qualification. This is of benefit to the students as these professional

qualifications enhance their CV, and also to their potential employers, who often

understand the skills required by the professional qualifications in more detail than
the actual content ofa particular degree course.

By encouraging the students to undertake these additional external qualifications,
these students understand that, regardless of the support or otherwise of their future
employer, they can continue their accredited learning, possibly with a change of
direction, independently of their employer if necessary. Students are encouraged to
join events ofthe relevaat professional institutions, and by attending regularly,
they can increase their networking skills and possibly join a committee or a sub-

committee, possibly as a student representative of a local professional group.

3.2 Early-Employment (Stage 2)

On starting employment, the planning and organisation of activities to add new skills
and knowledge are usually controlled by the employer, often being initiated by a
"need to know now" requirement for the particular employee. The employer will
maintain usually through the Human Resource Department, a record of the training
undertaken, but it is wise for the employee, especially in the early career, to maintain
their own personal records. This would include both the formal and informal training
received, as well as attendance at such activities as user groups, seminars,

conferences and events of professional bodies. It is useful to also maintain on this

"extended CV" details such as involvement in voluntary activities, which might
include visiting undergraduate career fairs to represent their employers or their
professional body or going to talk to school pupils about careers in the STEM sector.

t41
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Formal courses could be organised by the employer, varying from day release, to a

few days oI sevelal weeks duration. These are highly structured, leading often to

further assessment of the knowledge learnt. The employee, could independently of
the employer, undertake a distance learning course, with possible occasional

weekend or weeks attendance such as those organised in the UK by the Open

University whose courses can lead to awards of an undergraduate or Master's degree.

Remote study can be gndertaken often at no or low cost by following an online

MOOC (Massive open on-line course). These are usually provided by a number of
well-known universities where assistance with the structured study material is

provided often by online peer discussions between those following that particular

MOOC. It usually has no recognised qualification for the attendees of these courses,

unless they request this from the appropriate university and undertake assessments

such as examinations , at a fee, organised by the university. Additional knowledge

can be achieved by participating in online webinars, which are often free and can be

accessed also after the event. By becoming actively involved in the discussions

whether in the webinar or at a face-to-face event, this can help to improve the soft

skills of the employee which will become even more important as they progress

through their career.

During this period, the employee could become more involved with their

professional body, both by regularly attending events, and possibly joining
committees or sub-committees. This would increase the networking opportunities of
the employee as well as possibly becoming aware of potential new job opportunities.
They could utilise from the early career stage, the identification of the functions.
skills and training from models such as SFIAplus [11] relating to progressing to the

next level of their career. The employee can identifr possible missing skills and at

their next anaual job appraisal meeting, are able to raise the need for suitable

training. Otherwise the employee can undertake independent activities to add the

necessary skills and experience. These should always be documented in an extended

CV, and full records maintained of CPD undertaken. Early stage employees can be

mentored by a more senior member of their organisation u4rich would normally
assist in their CPD and career progression.

During the early career, or even prior as a student, many decide, in addition to joinine

a relevant prof-essional society, such as the BCS, The Charlered Institute of IT, the

IET, the IEEE , the IST (Institute of Science and Technology) or the ACM. The

range oft.nembership is usually, Student, Member and Fellow, tire latter only usua1l1

achieved tou'ards the end of the mid-career or during later employment, as it is often

dependent on level of responsibility, authority and erperience. The advantages ol
prof-essional membership are both the r.retworking opporlunities and the possibilitl
to "give back" to the profession. This might be to encourage students, at school.

college or university. to understand the applications and the oppofiunities in the

STEM areas. It could be assisting u'ith organising events, on being members of
contmittees or on Standards Bodies, the latter might be torvards the end of the mid-
career slage or later stases.
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3.3 Mid-CareerEmployment (Stage i
During this mid-career stage, the emplol-e mi4

a new employee within the same or-mni.iaxk
employee might wish to becorne themselts r

outside their organisation at a more seoior It
facilitated by professional bodies for deir mem

might be related to up-grading the prot-x.sitor
join county, regional or evennational commintr
body. The guidance from the mentffi nould xq
the mentee for such roles in the fifitre- Tbe
planning of the mid-career emplol"ee- inchtf,.B
employer. Proposals might be made to mden*
qualifications such as the MBA (Master rritrhx
of advantage for current and future c:fieer lcrr
consider participating in reievmt \{OOCI ro
speaking at conferences, and at local arrc:eg
professional bodies. This would incrme me -
soft skills, as well as the CFD- These .nl:Ei
employee was considering becoming m iriffi
the external profile is of importrrce.

In the mid-stage of a career, in additim 1.;n",&
at fulI Member or Fellow level, ohaining e C*r
body can be considered. The 6fops rnein ffi r
(Chartered Engineer), the Scierce Counril-* ,

BCS's CITP (Chartered IT Frofessimalt" \Lq
members to obtain only one or tno p1 rle
responsibility and experience is appo\imarr:f I

the type of experience and qualificatiffirequiru
candidate is expected to demonstrale a brrrartir i
relevant area, and a certificate of compeence cr

the CEng, the candidate is expected 1s rnqirrur

The CSci requires annual records ofPPD tho*
which can be audited every three years. The dr

CPD activities can vary for the differem insdu

3.4Later Employment (Stage { t

At this point of the career. the enr:, :.
organisation and possibly in their fic-;::
a\vareness oI'the changes in the prolessr . - -

important. The employee rvill be usins .:. .

their organisation or of their proli:: - -
committees, as speakers at conferencr': : -

stage in the career, the employee or se I - -; - :

to those in mid-career. The rrid-stas. ;:'
member of a rvebinar or perhaps runnr:,- - -

-a'
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3.3 Mid-CareerEmployment (Stage 3)
During this mid-career stage, the employee might rmdertake lhe role ofa ffirb
a new employee within the same organisation. However, the midaoq' s*rge

employee might wish to become themselves a mentee and have a meffr Arom

outside their organisation at a more senior level. These arrangements are often

facilitated by professional bodies for their members. The guidance from the mentor

might be related to up-grading the professional membership status or applying to
join county, regional or even national committees within or outside their professional

body. The guidance from the mentor would suggest actions or activities to prepare

the mentee for such roles in the future. The mentor could encourage long-term

planning of the mid-career employee, including possible changes of direction and of
imployer. Proposals might be made to undertake additional technical or managerial

qualifications such as the MBA (Master of Business Administration), that could be

of druntug" for current and future career levels. The mid-stage employee might

consider participating in relevant MOOCs and webinars, in addition to perhaps

speaking at conferences, and at local and regional events organised by relevant

professional bodies. This would increase the networking opportunities; improve the

soft skills, as well as the CPD. These activities would be of great benefit if the

employee was considering becoming an independent contractor or consultant, where

the external profile is of importance.

In the mid-stage of a career, in addition to professional membership, being normally
at fuIl Member or Fellow level, obtaining a Chartered status through the professional

body can be considered. The three main ones are the Engineering Council's CEng
(Chartered Engineer), the Science Council's CSci (Chartered Scientist) and the

BCS's CITP (Chartered IT Professional). Many of the STEM institutions assist their
members to obtain only one or two of these. In all three cases, the level of
responsibility and experience is approximately the same, but there is a difference on
the type of experience and qualification required for each of them. For the CITP, the

candidate is expected to demonstrate a breadth and also a depth of knowledge in the

relevant area, and a certificate ofcompetence can be renewed every three years. For
the CEng, the candidate is expected to maintain the currency of their knowledge.
The CSci requires annual records ofPPD (Professional and Personal Development),
which can be audited every three years. The details regarding these records ofthe
CPD activities can vary for the different institutions.

3.4Later Employment (Stage 4)
At this point of the career, the employee could hold a senior position in their
organisation and possibly in their professional body. The need to maintain current
awareness ofthe changes in the profession, both current and predicted, is particularly
important. The employee will be using the soft skills as a possible representative of
their organisation or of their professional body on national or international
committees, as speakers at conferences or being interviewed by the media. At this
stage in the career, the employee or self-employed might become an external mentor
to those in mid-career. The mid-stage employee could be participating as a panel
member of a webinar or perhaps running a blog.
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The employee might be participating in various voluntary activities, in preparation

fbr the final stage of retirement. These might be becoming involved, possibly as

independent governors of schools or colleges, or becoming involved with local

centres u,here their technical and managerial experlise could be of value. ln these

cases, the employee could be "giving back" to the profession, by the voluntary use

of their time. u,hich still should be recorded in their CPD. In order to encourage the

participation in these actitities, the employee might consider becoming a "life
member" oltheir professional body or of any other society of w.hich they might rvish

to be inr.olved w-ith during their retirement.

3.5 Post Employment (Stage 5)

By rnaintaining awareness of the constantly changing technical developments and

neu potential developments in the engineering field, this can be beneficial to the

retired err.rployee as a possible action against dementia, lethargy and boredom.

Continuing to "up skill" can be undertaken at little cost via shofi courses with or

u.ithout qualifications, by participating in MOOCs and u'ebinars. At this stage, the

employee could, already frorn the later employr.nent stage, be running or bein-e a

Chair or Palel member of a u'ebinar. Further involvement, loca1ly, regionalh.
nationally or internationally w'ith the prolbssional bodies can be welcomed as those

not in restricted time constraints of employment are often of great beneht to a

professional body and to voluntary organisations. The retired employee coulc

become an unpaid lecturer for charities such as the University of the Third Age. as

well as assisting as a visiting speaker at schools or colleges. The use ofthe TV ani
Internet can provide regular means for both entertainment and education for those in

this 5th stage.

4.0 Benefits of the Framework
There are lo1 of benefits that can arise from the use of the current framework anc

stages identified. Its application at different levels could helped researchers assess

uselulness with younger students in elementary or fundarnental stages and settings.
which would contribute to increase the understanding of how the framework could

be useful in the classroom. It could inform development of cumicula, classroom

implementation, standards, and policy around engineering as we look towards hos
engineering currently is and should be implemented at difl'erent levels in the future.

The liamervork could be used to assess the status of STEM global academrc

standards and also how this is being applied to diff-erent national technical educatron

in order to map and gain a picture ofhow technology is currently being represented

in drfferent educational systems [12,13,14]. There is the potential for the curent
frameu,ork to be used in developing units of instruction as well as for developing
scope and sequencing throughout the curricula. It could act as a guide to ensure

curricular units truly represent the complexities of STEM professional development

and lifelong learning.
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5.0 Diversity, Transdisciplinarity and Holistic
Engineering Education and Practice
The embedding of inclusion and diversity in programmes makes for holistic
engineering education and practice. It allows for trans-disciplinarity that is important
for the development of future-oriented, sustainable and socially responsible
engineers who are able to produce technical solutions and innovations that have

societal and economic added value [15].The development and use of this technology
in context for the provision of holistic engineering is crucial. It has been shown that
programmes planned and delivered with features in the model enable students to
become confident in working with different people, cultures and in different places

[16]. This promotes r.rnderstanding and encourages respect among learners in
institutions and employees in the workplace, all of which increases the level of
engagement, productivity and success and profitability. The needs ofdiverse groups
are met. It encourages the development and adoption ofbest practice.

There are serious issues in putting lifelong learning into engineering education
practice. One of them is the diverse nature of the educational system of each country,
which is not yet prepared always to develop lifelong learning competences. This
remains a major challenge to the many educational systems that have not changed
their educational policies and pedagogical models to support lifelong learning.
Another issue is the one of time constraints in the delivery of the various focused
curricula across many educational settings. In Europe and USA this could
correspond to Bologna and ABET frameworks directed at meeting the expectations
of the rapidly changing and very different environments as implied by lifelong
learning concept. There are others such as the BCS, the Chartered Institute for IT,
the Institution for Engineering and Technology (IET), the African Engineering
Education Association (AEEA), The European Society for Engineering Education
(SEFD, the framework of The Intemational Society for Engineering Education
(IGIP) etc. This is an obvious indication that a change in education is needed.

[17,18,19].

Such a change must be made up of educational processes that will strive for the
capability of adapting, and even thriving in areas of new problems and new
opportunities, requiring schools to look across disciplines, across the knowledge
base of sciences, across the wisdom of the humanities, the verities and explorations
of the arts, for the ingredients that will enable students to continually interact with a
world in change, with the imminence of changes bringing essentially unforeseeable
consequences [20]. The introduction of such a change has the potential to create a
process that would result in collaboration among individuals and institutions from
diverse disciplines and regions to develop and use integrated conceptual
frameworks, tools, techniques and methodologies to solve common unstrucfured
research problems relevant to industry and society.
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6.0 Conclusion
Engineering education and practice engages in lifelong leaming which provides
opportunities to learn at the beginning stages and later extending into turning
individuals into accomplished professionals and entrepreneurs [21]. In the context
of lifelong leaming, the teacher as a catalyst must tum knowledge into metaskills.
This has the potential to meet the needs of learners in the twenty-first century, with
reference to the development of individual capability, individualized leaming and

independent learning. The focus ofthe authors' research and the themes presented

addresses issues concerning engineering education and lifelong leaming, both of
which require multidisciplinary approach involve fields from engineering,

education, psychology and the world of work. The link between education, lifelong
Ieaming and employment is real and desirable. It is imperative that solutions are

found not only for education but for practitioners and the world of work.

The five-stage framework for lifelong learning in engineering education and practice
offers a collection ofkey indicators for a comprehensive engineering education at
different levels and a means to develop those key indicators through systematic
definitions of each indicator. The framework has potential as a research instrument
that can lead to deeper understandings of learning and instruction in engineering
education and impacts on the practitioners and industry. Further work ise in progress
involving implementation of the framework in different parts of the world to include
the UK, parts of Europe and Africa.
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